ÓBUDA UNIVERSITY
Institute of Mechatronics and Vehicle Engineering

INFORMATIONS ABOUT THE FINAL EXAMS
(BSc, MSc, full time and correspondence training)

At Óbuda University on 15th of December 2020 the 11/2020. (XII.14.) Rector’s Instructions was issued which
implies changes of certain provisions about 2020/2021/1 academic year, specifically it - in consideration of the
emergency situation – contains the rules and deadlines of the final exam.
This means that:
the final examinations will be organosed online at the Donát Bánki Faculty of Mechanical and Safety
Engineering via the BigBlueButton (BBB) system
between on 25th-29th January 2021.
The students will receive information about that detailed schedule one week before the exam. The login
information to BBB (link, password) will be available for all student at least one day before the final exam via
Neptun/Moodle message.
The publicity of the final exam is assured for only the participants invited to a given time.
The steps of the online exam’s procedure:
-

The presentation and defense of the diploma work.

-

The committee for assessment evaluates the degree thesis work and decides about the conformance or
nonconformance.

-

Candidates may start the oral examination if their thesis has been accepted by the final examination
board with at least sufficient (2) qualification. The final exam have to finish in case of failed thesis work.

-

Oral exam from the subjects. The student have to start the exam without preparation time. In favor of the
successful examination and in consideration of the situation - the committee members will help the
student with questions and propositions.

-

The committee for assessment evaluate the exam and announces the result of the subject exams.

The following technical conditions are necessary for the successful online exam:
-

stable, broadband Internet connection,

-

functioning microphone and webcam.

If the student's contact is interrupted under his final exam, and the student can join back at his own timeline he
will receive a new question for that subject. In case of a contact being interrupted repeatedly the student starts his
final exam in a new exam time.
There will be online consultations before the final exams. We will inform you via email/Neptun/Moodle.

